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ABSTRACT 

THE CHANGING PEASANT WORLD IN A MELAKA VILLAGE: ISLAM AND 
DEMOCRACY IN THE MALAY TRADITION 

The field study on which this account is based was con国

ducted in a small villa号eseven miles from Melaka Town, West 

MalaysiA. (Malaya). Predominan七economicactivities of the vil-

la度einclude padi-farmini雪， rubber-tappirn号， wa~雪e labor, and 

宵1ier角ntwork. Villai号ersconceive of the padi帽 farmin号 astheir 

ma.ior occupation. Nevertheless, this conception only vaguely 

reflects their ac七uallife-style. From adolescence to middle 

a~e m。stmen either emigr・a.teto follow a profession or ene;a雪e

in wae:e labor. Only from middle a1;e to old a弓edo they settle 

in the village for ae:ricultural work. In their last years they 

live modestly without beine; dis七urbedby other people. 

The mnin focus of this account is to describe and analyse 

”meaningful structure of experience as i℃ is apprehended by rep-

resentative members of a particular society at a particular 

point in time.” My aim is七ointerpreセ theeveryday life of 

セhevillaぞers in terms of how marshallin号 symbols in their 

lareer society, which do not emanate from the mass but from 

a z聖roupwhich makes decisions and deliberately elaborates the 

code, aid villae:ers in coping with a changinf; world. 

Malaya achieved her independence in 1957 and Malaysia 

was founded in 1963, separatinB; from Singapore in 1965・ since 
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independence she has been ruled by the Alliance, a confedera-

tion of the United Malays National Or号anization, the Malayan 

Chinese Association, and the Malayan Indian Congress, within 

which ”a matter-of-fa.ct, quid-pro-quo, all-in-the-same-boat 

political understanding”has been reached a.mone; Malay, Chinese, 

and Indian leaders. 工ronically, parallel；七o七his political 

coalition of these purely communal parties, Malays, Chinese, 

and Indians as ethnic blocs came to be realized as struc七ural

entities on a nation-wide scale rather than as mere ethnic 

cate度ories. With this structural realization, the communal 

problem has became the most sensit工veissue in Malaysia. This 

is illustrated by the incident of May 13，工969,reJ,ortedly one 

of the largest communal explosions to have occurred in Malaysia. 

The present government has tried to achieve national 

uni七y 七hroughemphasis upon tam雪ible,goals, such as economic 

development and prosperity. Specifically, it has a七temptedto 

upgrade the underdeveloped rural sector which constitutes most 

of the Malay population. It is true that七hesta七epresents 

itself as a mobilizing a~ent for developmen七 andas a symbol of 

all-important collective aspirations. However, to mitigate the 

communal problem, the gover、nmenttries to fos七erharmony arnone: 

ethnic ,groups, since the stabili七yand the securi七y of the 

nation is a prerequisite to development. Thus, democracy is 

prevalent as a nation-wide, inter-ethnic symbol, which is 

closely rela七edwith the aspired norm of in七er-ethnicequity. 

At the same time, the values of each ethnic culture are respected 
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by the government to the exten七 thati七 doesnot promote 

'racism ・ordestroy democracy itself. Islam and the Malay 

tradition are regarded amon~ Malays as marshallin之 symbols. 

The peninsular Malays have been Muslims for several hundred 

vears, and Islam has been the state reliidon since indepen岨

dence. The Malay tradition embodies 'Nial三yn.ess，・ whichis a 

res.:.dual cat eξory encompassinξall that are conceived to be 

七！＂c..itsparticular t o七he r.:alay themselves but no七七olslarr.. 

The basic unit of the villa度esocial structure is a 

family circle. Beyond it, there is only a loose, occasional 

Q'.roupin.q of kindred. This family circle, as well as its 

residential, economic expression, the househol_d, is not a fixed 

and definite, boundary-maintainirn号 e:roupbu七 infact a very 

fluid one in terms of its membership, as with other Sou七heast

Asia.n bilateral kinship sys七ems. F!'om the experience of their 

family career in family circles, villagers apprehend the world 

as based on a dyadic equilibrium rela.七ionship, i.e., the 

mechanism of balance or harmony between individual vis-a・vis

individual. The important point is that the equilibrium is 

not relevant七oa system or e;roup, but to dyads. The actor's 

motivation is not for maintenance of the lsroup bu七七he mana』号e-

ment of individual relationships. Lackine: an intrinsic mecha圃

nism to hold a group toξether, villae:ers expect each七0 号et

alon度 withothers without hurt工ne:them, i.e., without directly 
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pointine: out their faults, in face-to・facerelationships. 

This, in turn, is conceived of as the core of what is called 

Malay courtesy, e.g., decorum, equivocality, a compromising 

attitude, and so on. 

To put it differently, the dyadic equilibrium requires 

conformism so that a family circle or a community continues to 

exist. Conf orrni七y for the villae:ers is to be similar七o, or 

fit with, one's fellows, i.e.，七ofollow what七hemajority do 

and to be sens工七工veto七hesanctェonine;eyes of other fellows. 

The homoaarnous pattern of marriage and the emphas¥s on propin国

qu i七y in social intercourse are related to this attitude. 

Further, cooperation and consensus are highly regarded in a 

family circle as well as in a cornmuni 七Y•

On the o七herhand, the dyadic equilibrium presupposes 

the 。xistence of individualism, because七hisnotion of equilib-

rium does not primarily involve a system, bu七， rather, the 

balanced relationships between individual elernen七s. This 

individualistic a七七itudeis well observed in family relation-

ship, and in household economies. In order to cope with the 

paradox of individua.lisrn and conformism, villa号ers expect 

from each other the same outward manifestations which e:ive a 

feeling of belone:in.gness to the community, but wi':h an 

attitude of tolerance towards others as pointed ou七 above.

These atti七udesare closely related to the fac七七ha七

there is no perpe七ualneed, arisin再 fromeconomic, or even 

political, considera七ionsto cooperate permanently for the 
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purpose of controlling nature, Thus an individualistic 

pursuit of one・S l1v工nε is taken for 巳ranted. The community, 

in its primordial sense, is acephalous with only a primus 

inter pares. 工tisno七 auni七 ofeconomic productivity in 

any sense of the concept. It is e i七hera ξa七heringof certain 

settlers or, if seen from outside, a mere framework for ad-

ministration, both reli.crious and political. This situation 

is, in a sense, a reflection of the fluid or amorphous charac-

ter of the family circle. The looseness of wha七everstructure 

exists ori.£"ina七es in both the lack of need for cooperation and 

the fact that the family circle or any o七herbasic organization 

presently lacks a model after which a community or associa七ion

could or号anizeitself. 

The ore;anizin宗 principlesrelated to dyadic equilibrium, 

however, are no七七heMalay tradi七ioni七self. The tradi七ion

has two basic meanings: the first one is tha七 of a ・七radi-

tional macro四 Social order ，・ 1.e., the existing matrix of a 

e:1.ven soci e七y, which culminated in七hesultanate, and the 

relations thereby defined among the individuals and classes 

that comprise it. This part of七he七raditionis lackinξin 

villagers• outlook, because alien colonizers established七heir

rule in Melaka State abolishing the trad i七ionalsul七anate in 

the state's early history, and because of the establishment of 

modern bureau era tic na t.lon-sta te. The second sense of the 

term is that of the 'usual manner，・ i.e.,the proper way of 
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doinf!: sornethin再， orthe way in which a thinξis done or happens. 

In this sense, the con七entsof the tradition have been localized 

and t何 nsforrnedin time, e.g., marria~e ceremonies, but the 

essence of rela七ionshipseems to be continuous throughout time, 

e.g.，七heendoaamv between villagers and kin shiftsto the homo・

.2:arny based upon wealth, al七hou男hthe principle of similia 

similibus is 官1ainセained. 

The imaf号eof a cornrnuni七yto which the above description 

gives rise is that of fragile chains of social intercourse 

without a defini七eboundary. As far as the七radi七ionis con-

cerned, i七 isthrough social in七ercourse, mainly ri七ualizedin 

feast-holdiM号s,and conformi七ythat a villa~er feels he belongs 

to a villa.ge, ,iust as a family circle is realized七hroughco・

residence and occasionalξet－七0号ethers. To hold a community 

七o~ether, i七 mus七 beconceived of in differen七 terms, i • e • , 

reliaious and political frameworks. 

It is inconceivable arnon耳 peasants七ha七 aMalay is not 

a Muslim, and it is in rural areas that Islam is well observed. 

The sense of all bein弓 Muslimstogether has played a par七 in

uni tinfてpeoples otherwise divided, e.e;., by ethnic differences 

amon号 the 'Malays ，・ ュ.e. , Bu号ユs, Javanese, Minangkabaus, local 

Malays, etc. This sense or belief has been continuously support-

ed and stren宗thenedby the system of instruction and by partici-

pa七ionin rituals. Admittin弓 thatIslam may provide meanings 

to th eξeneral concerns of七hevillager‘s, for them actual 
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practices and rituals, like ablution and daily prayers, 

Friday prayers a七七hemosque, alms-giving, abstinence, 

religious lectures and feasts, pillsrirnage, fastin雪， circum-

cision, e七c., are of the utmost importances By participa七－

inE!: in the rituals which every Muslim participates in, they 

feel a sense of unity with others. To be a Muslim七heyhave 

to live within a community of Muslims, while Islam unifies 

the community七hrouξhritual and provides it with a theme of 

unity before God. It is more than conformity originating in 

tηθdyadic equilibrium, because it is七heequilibrium with 

refer‘ence to the cornmuni七y of blievers which is unified 

throu,q:h everyone's relationship with God. 

On the £?:round it is difficult to distinguish elements 

of Islam from those of the Malay七radi七ionbecause bo七h of 

them are closely interwoven in their social life, and七he

distinction made between these elel"len七s’bythe villagers varies 

widely accordine: to their bio号raphies. I七 is, however, unques-

tionable for them that七hecore of Islam is a rela七ionwith 

God as well as the 'other-world' which culminates in prayers, 

and that its e;eo£?:raphical indications are the m。squeand 

Mecca. In this sense a cornmuni七y can be seen as centered 

around a mosque and realized through congregations on Friday 

there. From七he administra七ivepoin七 ofview, this relie;ious 

community is part and parcel of the state religious bureau-

cratic institution, but from the villa尺ers• point of view, the 

community is no七 theone imposed from the outside, but is 
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spontaneous, auto号enous, and existential. 

工tis importan七七onote that the villaξers want to be, 

first of all, 乏oodMuslims, then, good Malays, and lastly, good 

Malaysians, al七hou.g:hthe emphasis may be changed according to 

specific situations. Yet there still seems to be a wide gap 

between a Muslim or Malay identity and that of a Malaysian 

citizen. 

Villal!ers・experienceof democracy imposed from out-

side is virtually limited to voting, par土icipa七in弓 invarious 

committees created by the ξovernmen七 andpetitionine;. Contacts 

with bureaucrats rarely occur within the village and the 

villagers have only a minimum of impersonal contacts with 

clerks outside the village. However, the democracy indie;enous 

to the Malay trad l七ionor Islam canno七 beoverlooked. Two 

ambivalent examples explicate the situations One is a 

traditional communal leader who has been e;iven a role of 

度overnrnentaladmini s七ratorat villaξe level; the o七heris an 

assemblyman who lives in the village. Although the former is 

a salaried official of bureaucra七ic organization and could 

exercise his authority over villagers accordin号七othe law, 

he abides very closely by the villagers• opinions in general, 

and bears, so・to-speak, fiduciary responsibilities to his 

followers. The villagers see him as a tradtional leader 

rather than as an official of the government. As to七he

resident assemblyman, his leadership in七hevillage is not 
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necessarily based on his bein耳 anassemblyman, but on his 

beine: their own delee;ate wi七hinthe same community, en his 

conformity七othe Malay tradi七ionat the expense of his 

assemblymanship if necessary, on his havinξ a considerable 

number of kinsmen in the villa在宅ewho ~enerally sup9ort him, 

on his havin宍 a certain amount of economic control through 

the sharecroppin』号 ofhis rubber holdin弓sand七hroughhis 

purchasinf里 rubbersheets from the villagers, and on his 

havine; the suppor七 ofthe villa号e'sreligious teachers in 

consideration for his service and respect七o℃hem.

If we take democracy as the exercise of a ra七ional・

legal t:vpe of au七horitybased on process by which ordinary 

villae:ers exert a relatively high dee:ree of control over七heir

leaders, the villaf!'.;ers are bo七hdemocratic and七heyare not: 

They exert a hi只h degree of control over their immediate 

leaders, whether they are an off1c1al or assemblyman, through 

votes, reputation, gossip and even subtle refusals to follow 

the leaders’instructions; at the same time，工fthe leaders 

position themselves far from the villagers, they are powerless 

to exert control. Then七heywould just follow七heirimmediate 

leaders or opinion leaders around七hem, if required七oact. 

This kind of sta七eξemperhaps oriξinates in their inclination 

七ominimize七heirfear of七heunknown and to secure their 

identity throu~空h familiar七ies, which are dominated by dyadic 

equilibrium relationships. 

It is also true that a democra℃i c way is often confused 
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with unbounded freedom and individual egoistic ri~hts. This 

abuse of freedom, especially amon号七he youn~ ，七hreatens the 

traditional comrnuni七y order mainly based on Islam and七heMalay 

tradition. So some elder people oppose democracy and con七end

tha.t the people need 'bein弓 forced or pressured・insteadof 

democracy. 

Democracy, Islam, and the Malay tradi七ionas marshalling 

symbols may conflic七 wi七heach other a七七heabstract level. In 

the minds of the villa.gers who absorb and in七erpre七七hem，七hese 

symbols are transformed into or官anizine;principles cen七erine;

around the dyadic equilibrium rela七ionship. I七 isno七 my

intention to s七ressthat these symbols mer号einto a mystical, 

unified conception in the villae;ers' minds. They distin号uish

each symbol on七hebasis of their own life experience, where 

七hesymbols are no more an abstrac七 ideologywhich is meanin号・

less to their daily social life. They七akein these symbols 

and adap七七hemto七heirlife s i七uations. This monoξraph, then, 

is intended to convey the villaξers• interpretations of Islam, 

democracy, and七heMalay tradition. 

In comparison wi七hother Malay communities in Malaya, 

the villa.ge studied has several diacritical fea七ures. It is 

Eてeoe:raphicallybounded and isolated, and historically well 

established. It is a part of l'i1e1aka Sta七ewhich has experi-

ensed lon.ger direct rule by alien colonizers without a na七ive
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central insti七u七ion.A lare:er portion of the villagers are 

dependent on cash income either throuB;h emi尽ran七 workaway 

from the villae:e or wae;e work in the vicinity. It has a 

strone: Islamic atmosphere. Al宅reaterinfluence of urban life-

styles is observable here than in o七herrural areas in the 

country. To de七erminewhether or not these diacri七ical

features con七ributeto makine; the villaιe more a七ypical in 

terms of the symbolic order 1s an open issue which must be 

resolved throu,qh a controlled comparative study of various 

communities. 

In this study, I would ar弓ue七hefollowirn宅s: The family 

or kinship system and the economic ore;anization in七his villal宅e

do not aid the people to oriz:anize a definite, rela七ivelylare:e 

social group beyond the dyadic equilibrium relationship. What 

holds the community toe:ether is solidarity throu宍hIslamic 

rituals and conformism wi七ha nominal framework of bureaucratic 

administration. Islam and Malayness are par℃i cularlv emhpasised 

owing to the villagers' images of society, namely, that i七

comprises not on.l:v Muslims and Malays but also a large segrnen七

of other elements and七ha七 villa変ers・interestsare deprived of 

because of those・alien・elements.

In statements about concepts, ideas, beliefs, attitudes, 

emotions it is all too easy to assume typicality from sheer 

1 ack・ of evidence about degree of variation.a In this dissertation, 

which is essentially an experimen七 inidio.graphy, I have七ried
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to show this degree of variation among peasants on七heground, 

and, thus, my contribution is more to the presen七ationof 

relevant data than to the construction of hypotheses and theories. 

The concepts used here, marshalling symbols and orξanizin号

principles, are vague and imprecise。 工七 is hoped that an 

approach to the study of ideas and values can be developed 

which will clarify the interrelationship of the symbolic order 

and man's actual and practical activity not only in primitive 

societies but in developing or modernizing countries as well. 
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